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Lithium ion battery sds sheet

New research from MIT has done the rounds this week, and while core insights may seem weak, it highlights the fact how fast technology is really moving these days. While lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are all over the world, the truth is that we still don't know how they work. Especially when scientists try out more and better new materials for electrodes, each one provides a slight variation in function and
performance. One of the most promising electrode materials is lithium-iron phosphate, and now scientists have a much better understanding of exactly how it charges and discharges - which should hopefully guide the way to improving these processes. How does a lithium-ion battery work? First, we need to look at how a lithium-ion battery works in general. Like any other battery, the basic design sees an
electrolyte (transport media) that carries lithium ions back and forth between the negative electrode and the positive electrode. In a completely discharged batteries, our mobile lithium ions will be completely connected to the positive electrode - their chemical properties keep them bound to the positive electrode material while they lack electrons. If we give them electrons by pumping electricity into the
system (charging), they will naturally distance themselves from the positive electrode and migrate back to the negative electrode. When they are all lined up on the other side, loaded with fine high-energy electrons, we call the battery charged. This stable state breaks down when we provide a pathway for the electrons that are now trapped by the negative electrode to travel down the charging gradient to
the positive side of the battery - this takes away electrons from lithium in the negative electrode and makes them again Li+, causing them to naturally migrate all the way back. We can use the negative to positive electron current to power everything from pacemakers to electric cars, and it all eventually comes down to back and forth movements of ions. By the way, it's only recently that scientists have
discovered exactly why too many back and forth reactions cause a battery to slowly die. Why lithium-ion batteries are popularThe main reason you have heard the term lithium-ion battery before is energy density; a LIB setup can pack a lot of power into a very small space. More than that, Li-on batteries offer decent charging times and a high number of discharge cycles before they die. If you use a pure
lithium metal on the electrodes, you get much higher energy storage, but no ability to charge – depending on your options for electrodes, you can greatly affect battery performance. Among other things, energy density is related to the number of lithium ions (and thus electrons) the electrodes can hold per unit of surface area. This diagram shows how the solid solution zone lines up next to charged and
discharged areas of the electrode. This MIT study [doi: 10.1021/nl501415b – In Situ Observation of Random Solid Solution Zone in Electrode] looked specifically at a cathode material lithium-iron phosphate. These lithium-iron phosphate batteries show promise for everything from electric cars (probable) to storing mains power (less likely), but when it was originally introduced, LiFePO4 showed little promise
for battery technology. In its pure form, lithium-iron phosphate shows poor electrical abilities - but crush it into nanoparticles and coating it with carbon, and it seems that the story changes quite a bit. The incredible jump in capability when it turns into nanoparticles is described as a big surprise for battery scientists, and a major victory for nanoscience. The main reason for excitement over the new nano-
cathode, beyond its impressive but non-amazing storage and discharge capabilities, is that it is released with a perfectly uniform voltage. This means that batteries do not need to incorporate devices to regulate that voltage, which can make them cheaper and smaller, and it also allows them to discharge at full voltage until they are completely empty. It does this, we know now, by creating a zone called a
Solid Solution Zone (SSZ), a buffer area with low lithium density that seems to soften the hard boundary between charged (LiFePO4) and discharged (FePO4) parts of the electrode during use. This seems to be behind the material's amazing capabilities, and pumping up this SSZ through design can extend making lithium-ion tech last even longer. However, technology seems to be coming for this aging
battery standard, and it will need some major upgrades to stick to time. It gets them, with big design upgrades that keep a lot of promise. Nevertheless, everything from improved capacitors to super batteries based on cotton can replace lithium as the king of energy storage - we may find that improvements in our understanding of conventional batteries are simply too little too late. Endliss Technology of
Hayward, Calif., recalls about 367,000 Trianium cell phone battery pack cases. Lithium-ion battery in those cases can ov ... Southern Motion of Pontotoc, Miss., recalls about 2,300 pieces of wireless power lying furniture. The lithium-ion batteries used to power ... Yamaha Guitar Group of Calabasas, Calif., recalls about 86,700 Line 6 Relay G10 Digital Wireless Guitar Systems and USB charging cables sold
in the United States ... PCNA of New Kensington, Pa., recalls about 5,000 Spare 10,000 mAh Power Banks in the United States, and Canada. Lithium-ion battery can overheat and ign ... Michaels Companies of Irving, Texas, recalls about 15,000 Bead Landing capable keychain mobile power banks sold in the United States and Canada.The lith ... The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) is
investigating the fire that destroyed a diving boat last weekend and killed 34 people, but it has yet to... Tech Gear 5.7 of San Marcos, Calif., recalls about 4,000 pairs of Mobile Warming Performance Heated Socks.The lithium-ion battery can overheat, flour ... HP extends a previous recall and replacement program for laptop and mobile workstation batteries. The batteries can overheat, po... Brookstone
Purchasing of Merrimack, N.H., recalls about 164,000 wireless speakers. The lithium-ion batteries in the wireless speakers can overheat... Amazon of Seattle, Wash., recalls about 260,000 AmazonBasics portable power banks. The power bank's battery can overheat and ignite, and amounts to fire in... Fujitsu America of Sunnyvale, Calif., is reminiscent of 6,400 battery packs used in Fujitsu laptops and
workstations sold in the United States and Canada.Lithium-ion battery packs can overheat, posing fire and fire hazard to consumers. The company has received a report of a battery fire in Canada.This recall involves Panasonic lithium-ion battery packs for these Fujitsu laptops and workstations: CELSIUS H720, LIFEBOOK E752, E733, E743, E753, P702, P772, S710, S752, S762, T732, T734 and T902.
Recalled battery pack product numbers are CP556150-03, CP579060-01, and CP629458-03. The product and serial numbers are printed on a white sticker on the battery. Serial numbers included in the recall are:Recalled Battery Pack Part and Serial NumbersProduct Number (P/N)Serial NumbersThe first 7charactersThe last 7charactersCP556150-03Z130119AllZ130120000038Z- 004207ZZ130131-
Z130205AllCP579060-01Z130129AllZ130130AllZ130131000089Z -000662ZZ130221AllZ130304000045Z -000563Z001210Z -001963Z002302Z -002847ZZ130306000017Z -000524ZCP629458-03Z130301- Z130407AllThe battery packs, manufactured in China, were sold online at www.shopfujitsu.com from July 2012, through December 2017, for about $170 for the battery pack sold separately, and
between $1,100 and $2,900 for the battery packs sold with Fujitsu notebook computers and workstations. What to doUse should immediately stop using the recalled battery packs, turn off your laptop, remove the battery and follow the instructions to get a free replacement battery pack. Until a new battery pack is received, consumers should only use your laptop by connecting to the mains. Consumers can
contact Fujitsu at 800- 835-4878 or 800-8FUJITSU from 7 a.m p..m. (CT) Monday through Friday or online at for more information. Fujitsu America of Sunnyvale, Calif., recalls about 6,400 battery packs used in Fujitsu laptops and workstations sold in the United States and Canad... HP of Palo Alto, Calif., recalls about 52,600 lithium-ion batteries for HP laptops and mobile workstations sold in the United
States and Canada.Batteries may overheat, posing a fire and burn hazard. The company has received eight reports of battery packs overheating, melting or charred, including three reports of property damage totaling $4,500 with a report of a minor injury involving a first degree burn to the hand. This recall involves lithium-ion batteries for laptops and mobile workstations. The batteries were supplied or sold
as for HP ProBooks (64x G2 and G3 series, 65x G2 and G3 series), HPx360 310 G2, HP Envy m6, HP Pavilion x360, HP 11, HP ZBook (17 G3, 17 G4 and Studio G3) Mobile Workstations.They were also sold as accessories or replacement batteries for the hp ZBook Studio G4 mobile workstation or for any of the products listed above. The batteries, manufactured in China, were sold separately at Best
Buy and other stores and authorized retailers nationwide and online at www.Amazon.com, www.hp.com and other websites for between $50 and $90.De were also shipped in laptops and mobile workstations sold from December 2015, through December 2017, for between $300 and $4000.What to doConsume should immediately visit www.HP.com/go/batteryprogram2018 to see if the battery is included in
the recall, and for instructions on how to activate Battery Safety Mode if the battery is included in the recall. The website gives consumers instructions on how to start the validation tool to check the battery and what to download if the battery is included in the recall. These batteries cannot be replaced by the customer. HP will offer free battery replacement by an authorized technician. Consumers can
contact HP for free at 888-202-4320 from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. (CT) Monday through Friday or online on www.HP.com/go/batteryprogram2018 or www.hp.com and click Recalls for more information. HP of Palo Alto, Calif., recalls about 52,600 lithium-ion batteries for HP laptops and mobile workstations sold in the U.S. and Canada.T... Salvage World of Hattiesburg, Miss., recalls about 700 self-balancing
scooters/hoverboards. Lithium-ion battery packs can overheat, posing a risk of smoking, catching fire and/or exploding. The company has received a report of a battery pack catching fire and/or exploding in Mississippi in 2017, resulting in property damage. No injuries have been reported. This recall involves Smart Balance Wheel self-balancing scooters, often referred to as hoverboards. Hoverboards have
two wheels at each end of a platform and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs. Hoverboards were sold in black, white, red or blue. Scooters/hoverboards, manufactured in China, were sold at Salvage World stores in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, from August 2016, through March 2017, for about $150.What to doConseconsecond should immediately stop using these recalled scooters/hoverboards and
contact Salvage World for instructions on returning their hoverboard for a store credit. Consumers can contact Salvage World for free at 888-726-9603 from 10 a.m. 6 p.m. (CT) Monday to Friday or online on www.salvageworldllc.com and click on Recall Info for more information. Salvage World of Hattiesburg, Miss., recalls about 700 self-balancing scooters/hoverboards. Lithium-ion battery packs can
overheat, making a ride... Tech Drift of Los Angeles, Calif., recalls about 100 self-balancing scooters/hoverboards. risk of products smoking, catching fire and/or exploding. No incidents or injuries have been reported. This recall involves Tech Drift self-balancing scooters, often referred to as hoverboards. Hoverboards have two wheels at each end of a platform and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs.
Hoverboards were sold in black and white. Scooters/hoverboards, manufactured in China, were sold online at www.techdrift.com and www.amazon.com from December 2015 to April 2016 for between $400 and $500.What to doConstitution should immediately stop using recalled scooters/hoverboards and contact Tech Drift for instructions on returning their hoverboard for a free UL2272 certified
replacement unit. Consumers can contact Tech Drift at 800-491-0264 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (PT) Monday to Friday or email techdriftmyk@gmail.com for more information. Tech Drift of Los Angeles, Calif., recalls about 100 self-balancing scooters/hoverboards. Lithium-ion battery packs can overheat, posing a risk... Page 1 of 2 More articles on lithium-ion batteries
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